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KS3/4
Introduction
Physicality is part and parcel of children’s play but as students get into KS3/4 
in drama terms it needs to be harnessed, shaped, developed and used to push 
boundaries. This scheme develops from the seven levels of tension identified 
by physical theatre practitioner Jacques Lecoq, going in different directions to 
provide physicality ideas for students to stop relying on words alone and some of 
the other pitfalls they often fall into when devising.

It is not a scheme of comedic routines and ideas, but comedy in physical 
theatre can be a good start with teenagers.

Learning objectives
By the end of this scheme students will have:

 f Developed physical communication skills
 f Undertaken collective problem solving
 f Collaborated with peers to create drama
 f Improved their own personal skills in devising, polishing and performing.

Scheme in summary
In this scheme, each session is designed to stand alone and introduce new ideas; 
however, some teachers may prefer to develop students in the same groups 
throughout or build on the same base/home situation to work out from in a 
different way each session.

Session 1: Words from silence
An introduction to some of Lecoq’s physical theatre ideas and exploring ways of 
devising from characters who are apathetic, supine, motiveless, catatonic.

Session 2: Almost horizontal
‘So laid back one is almost horizontal’ is a good character description for some 
people so it is explored in a specific developing situation.

Session 3: Sparse movement
The neutral person with no strong views, prejudices or directions is an interesting 
character to develop through physicality.

Session 4: Aware but not decisive
Some people are alert, aware, cautious, on their toes, but cannot always be 
decisive and assertive. This explores the idea comically or more menacingly.

Session 5: A response to everything
In suspense, coiled for action, expecting the worst – this session builds on 
character types who are expecting the crisis, horrifically or comically.

Session 6: Let the passion burn
Many people take on causes they believe passionately in; they act impetuously 
and with little thought – making for a dramatic outcome.

Session 7: Ultimate disaster
Petrified with fear – ‘The bomb is about to go off!’ This session presents major 
tragedy to be handled sensitively or as melodrama.

Resource ideas
Web:

 f YouTube, students demonstrating the seven levels: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AdzFN8qNlo

 f Drama Resources - Lecoq’s 7 levels of tension: 
http://dramaresource.com/seven-levels-of-tension/

 f Jacques Lecoq international theatre school – ideas, videos and his pedagogy 
http://www.ecole-jacqueslecoq.com/en
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Resources
Some resources are suggested at the 
start of the scheme. Teachers will be 
able to select from them as appropriate 
for each lesson. YouTube has many 
videos of Lecoq and his inspired work.

Group profiles
Teachers will know the diverse profiles 
of their students and it is suggested that 
when groups are made they are selected 
by the teacher rather than students 
self-selecting; then different abilities, 
life experiences and cultures should be 
mixed as far as possible.

Stretching
Where a higher level student is working 
with others of lower or different 
abilities, it is a good way to stretch 
and challenge him or her. While most 
group work is just that, there are 
always opportunities for multi-roling, 
monologues and severe physical 
movement to develop individual 
students’ skills.

Outcomes
The plan each lesson is to prepare work 
in progress with the rest of the class 
and to give time for peer/self/teacher 
assessment. More polished work can be 
shared, depending on time available. It 
is recommended that even with Years 7-9, 
your GCSE Drama exam board criteria are 
used for assessment.

Teaching
The specific skills that need to be taught 
or revisited are made clear in each 
session as it goes along. This scheme is 
equally suitable for beginner classes or 
as refreshment for older students.
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 f Discussion of Lecoq’s technique: https://oliverjharris.wordpress.
com/2012/04/19/lecoqs-technique-and-mask/

 f Jacques Lecoq and the Theatre of Gesture: http://europamagna.org/pageshtml/
Pgtheatre/SCOUT/StageIUFM/jlecoqeng.htm

 f The Independent, Lecoq’s obituary 1999, useful summary of his working 
practices: http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/obituary-jacques-
lecoq-1076692.html

 f Told By an Idiot – influential company breaking ground in physical theatre/
comedy: https://www.toldbyanidiot.org/

 f The Wright School – courses at the virtual reality physical theatre school: 
http://www.thewrightschool.co.uk/The_Wright_School/home.html

 f Drama on a Friday blog, Seven Levels of Tension: http://dramaonafriday-blog.
tumblr.com/post/4632452620/seven-levels-of-tension

Books:
 f The Moving Body: Teaching Creative Theatre, Jacques Lecoq (2009), 978-1408111468, 
an autobiography and guide to roots of physical theatre

 f Why is That So Funny? John Wright (2006), 9781854597823, brilliant handbook of 
tried and tested physical comedy exercise from respected practitioner.

 f Lazzi: The Comic Routines of the Commedia dell’Arte, Mel Gordon (1983), 
9780933826694, 250 genuine comic routines used by the Commedia.

Teaching Drama magazine: Simon McBurney co-founder and artistic director of 
Complicité theatre group studied with Jacques Lecoq and is hugely influenced by 
his work and theories. See Teaching Drama, spring 2, 2016–17 on Complicité.

Session 1: Words from silence
Learning objectives
By the end of the session students will have:

 f Worked collaboratively to solve the problems of characters who are physically 
like jellyfish and created a shared performance

 f Developed their own physical communication skills through mime.

Warm-up (10 mins)
 f Pairs. Make a 30 second argument over some trivial matter
 f Repeat, but in stages over 2 mins – irritation, annoyed, angry, very angry.
 f Share and show some.
 f Pairs. A is grumpy, B is happy. Make a domestic scene in which A says nothing 
but makes his/her feelings very plain indeed.

 f Share and show some.
 f Repeat, but this time neither says much but still conveys meaning.

Discussion, questions and new learning: (10 mins)
Physical theatre practitioner Jacques Lecoq wrote of the time in drama when 
no words are spoken, an actor becomes ‘modest’ without outward show, and so 
words are born from silence.

We’re experimenting with using physicality to make drama, to develop 
characters and to strengthen what you do on stage rather than what you say. 
Teacher demonstrates standing on stage, saying nothing but communicating through 
mime and body language.

The warm-up asked you to think of arguments as rising in stages; you could 
wind down from temper in stages, too. And then consider what you can say using 
actions, not words.

Can you imagine a scene in real life where people let you know what they feel 
but they don’t speak? Any examples?

Development (25 mins)
In groups of 4/5, each chooses a character that could be described by the 
words in the margin relating to Lecoq’s ‘exhausted’ or ‘catatonic’ (dead but still 
breathing). Decide on a reason why all of you are in the state. How can you show 
differentiation, unless you are all drugged and having the same reaction?

What could break the situation, if anything? Does it have to develop as a story? 
Maybe not. It needs to explore what happens in a scene when everyone is like a 
jellyfish, physically unable/unwilling to do much, which includes speaking.

Share and show work in progress (20 mins).

What needs teaching?
 f Mime – speaking, conveying meaning 

without words
 f Characterisation – minimally 

expressing feelings, replacing words 
with action

 f Physicality – anything to do with the 
movement of the body

Masks
 f Experiment with paper bags over 

head, eye slits cut and customised to 
show a range of emotions

 f Try to adopt physical poses that 
complement/are at odds with facial 
expression on mask

 f Buy or make completely neutral 
masks and see what they do for body 
expression

Words
Lecoq’s example is of exhausted or 
catatonic. We might add lethargic, 
apathetic, indolent, sluggish, dull, 
enervated, heavy, inactive, debilitated, 
drowsy, listless, comatose, slothful, 
stupefied, torpid, languid, no bodily 
structure or support.
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How did it go? (10 mins)
Plenary/discussion and Q & A with teacher leading individuals and small groups, 
covering what worked/what didn’t, what was learned, future actions, self, peer 
and teacher assessment.

Session 2: Almost horizontal
Learning objectives
By the end of the session students will have:

 f Worked collaboratively to solve the problems of characters who are physically 
exceptionally laid back

 f Created a shared performance
 f Developed their own physical communication skills through mime.

Warm-up (10 mins)
Any fast warm-up game involving concentration, physical movement and control, 
whole class and/or teams.

Discussion, questions and new learning (10 mins)
Moving from the sluggish to the next level of Lecoq’s seven levels of tension, ask 
for any examples of people who might be best described by the words related to 
‘laid back’?

In the summer, perhaps in a warm country, well-fed and no pressures, or cosy 
indoors safe and warm in a British winter, we can feel quite chilled about life.

But are there people who feel like this most of the time?
Think of a character to play this session. Come up with some back story 

and personality features, but above all your person will be unbothered by life 
generally.

Development (25 mins)
In groups of 4/5 create a scene with your chilled people that uses the following 
ingredients:

 f Very definite place
 f Time of the day/month/year
 f Good reason why you would all be together there
 f A series of mishaps ranging from very small to very big.

How do your characters react as the scene develops? What do they learn, if 
anything?

Share and show work in progress (20 mins).

How did it go? (10 mins)
Plenary/discussion and Q & A with teacher leading individuals and small groups, 
covering what worked/what didn’t, what was learned, future actions, self, peer 
and teacher assessment.

In your own time
Make a mask from any found materials, 
a mask that conveys a particular mood 
or feeling. Post an image of it on social 
media with a cartoon or human body 
that says as much as the face.

What needs teaching?
 f Coordinated movement, without 

props or furniture
 f Conveying meaning through body 

language and gesture
 f Catatonic movement – dead but still 

breathing.

Masks
Commedia: look at some of the masks 
used by stock characters to take away 
reliance on facial expression and 
develop physical projection.

Words
Laid back is often styled the ‘Californian’ 
approach, whereby everyone is chilled, 
cool, relaxed. We could add - easy going, 
unhurried, at ease, casual, unflappable, 
smooth, unfazed, free and easy. 
Catatonic tends to mean drug-induced 
or having a psychotic episode.

In your own time
Write an imaginary discussion between 
your character and a psychiatrist about 
their attitude to life and ability to cope 
with setbacks.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Session 3: Sparse movement
Learning objectives
By the end of the session students will have:

 f Worked collaboratively to solve the problems of characters who are naturally 
neutral in their attitude and created a shared performance

 f Developed their own physical communication skills through mime

Warm-up (10 mins)
In groups of 4/5, use 4 chairs to make a car. You are driving along in one or two of 
the following scenarios: disaster movie mode, fast driving, slow driving and traffic 
jam. React as laid back, then not stressed much, then stressed a great deal, then 
really angry and finally over-the-top.

Discussion, questions and new learning (10 mins)
In that warm-up you needed to give yourselves some personality to make 
the scenes work. But some people are not strong, clear, often stereotypical 
personalities. They may not support a particular team or side; they may have two 
minds on issues.

For some people you can say ‘they are what they are’ and ‘you get what 
you see’. But in Lecoq’s definition, it is also the neutral state before something 
happens; the alligator apparently dozing but ready to spring into action when 
required.

There is no particular drive behind what these people do, beyond eating, 
sleeping, working, some socialising. There is no major backstory. The movement 
just happens.

Development (25 mins)
In groups of 4/5, create a car journey; everyone is neutral, uncommitted, except 
one who is the opposite. Use one of the settings from the warm-up – might be 
driving at speed, slowly, traffic hold up, an accident, breakdown or an illegal act 
like using a mobile phone, speeding, drinking. What happens in the journey? 
What is the outcome? How do you show physically the personality of your 
characters in a car?

Share and show work in progress (20 mins).

How did it go? (10 mins)
Plenary/discussion and Q & A with teacher leading individuals and small groups, 
covering what worked/what didn’t, what was learned, future actions, self, peer 
and teacher assessment.

What needs teaching?
 f Two states of physicality – at rest and 

springing into action
 f From action back to a state of rest
 f The sparseness or economy of 

movement.

Masks
Experiment with medical, health, dust 
masks that cover mouth and nose to see 
how far the body language and eyes can 
communicate feelings and information.

Words
Neutral says it, but other words may 
help: sparse, economic, indifferent, 
no particular colour, dispassionate, 
impartial, non-aligned, non-committal, 
undecided, even-handed and sitting on 
the fence.

Often students in their improvisation 
will include a car journey to get from A 
to B. It’s frequently pointless. There is no 
development of character and no new 
information is passed to the audience.

In your own time
Write a letter to one of your group 
characters to enclose photos you took 
of them in the car during one of their 
moments and demand money not to go 
public with it.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Session 4: Aware but not decisive
Learning objectives
By the end of the session students will have:

 f Worked collaboratively to solve the problems of characters who are alert, but 
not fully decisive, and created a shared performance

 f Developed their own physical communication skills through mime.

Warm-up (10 mins)
The birth of a monster: to dramatic music, mime a creature breaking from an egg 
who turns from cute to repulsive in one minute or less.

Discussion, questions and new learning (10 mins)
Few people go from neutral to passionate – there is a state of indecision and 
curiosity that defines many of us. Any examples?

In comedy the curious is often funny, e.g. Mr Bean. A nosy, over-inquisitive 
person can get into all kinds of trouble. Any examples? But in wider terms, this 
state of tension is alert, aware and awake, yet the person still may not jump in 
and make decisions quickly or without deep thought.

Development (25 mins)
‘Expect the unexpected’ is a good lesson in life and many people live by it. 
But no one can anticipate everything. In groups of 4/5 you are all alert, aware 
and watchful, but cannot necessarily make up your minds. You are a group of 
friends - students, young mums or pensioners - having a meal out to celebrate an 
anniversary. What is the outcome? Make it comical or sinister.

Share and show work in progress (20 mins).

How did it go? (10 mins)
Plenary/discussion and Q & A with teacher leading individuals and small groups, 
covering what worked/what didn’t, what was learned, future actions, self, peer 
and teacher assessment.

In your own time
Research the autumn 2016 craze for 
people dressed as clowns out terrorising 
people, and the public response. Write 
notes on this phenomenon. Did they rely 
on face masks and costumes or did they 
move menacingly too?

What needs teaching?
 f Movement (walking, sitting, running) 

that is nimble, alert, fast
 f Movement that portrays a person on 

his/her toes, watchful
 f Movement that shows the observant 

and wary person.

Masks
Experiment with clown and caricature 
masks as both funny and evil; even 
a large nose, glasses or strange wig 
can affect appearances and require 
physicality to express meaning beyond 
the surface.

Words
Alert, awake, aware, vigilant, attentive, 
lively, nimble, brisk, watchful, ready, on 
guard, prepared, attentive, bright eyed 
and bushy tailed, on the ball, on your 
toes, observant, perceptive and wary.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Session 5: A response to everything
Learning objectives
By the end of the session students will have:

 f Worked collaboratively to solve the problems of characters who are poised, 
ready for reaction, and created a shared performance

 f Developed their own physical communication skills through mime.

Warm-up (10 mins)
In pairs or groups of 3, make a quick scene on a dark night in which one enters a 
darkly grim place expecting something evil, and after a while finds just that.

Discussion, questions and new learning (10 mins)
There is overlap, of course, in the Lecoq tensions – people are usually mixtures 
of all sorts of personality features. This one has people who are braced for 
something, tense, their body language and eyes show that tension, not the words 
they say, though their voice may be affected by suspense and tension.

Development (25 mins)
In pairs or groups of 3, develop the warm-up into a very short credible scene 
with motivation for going somewhere fearful and a direct consequence of the 
action. Repeat with another tense person going in, but with a different motive and 
outcome.

If the reaction is immediate it could be realistic horror; if there is a momentary 
pause and it’s over the top, it could be comedy.

Share and show work in progress (20 mins)

How did it go? (10 mins)
Plenary/discussion and Q & A with teacher leading individuals and small groups, 
covering what worked/what didn’t, what was learned, future actions, self, peer 
and teacher assessment.

What needs teaching?
 f Movement that demonstrates a state 

of readiness for action, a coiled 
spring

 f Movement that shows tension in the 
body

 f Movement that shows preparedness 
and willingness to move differently.

Masks
Experiment with religious modesty 
coverings, scarves and hats/headdresses 
that partially conceal the face. Invent a 
credible character and make appropriate 
movement that expresses meaning.

Words
Suspense as in ultimate readiness, 
poised, coiled, mentally uncertain, 
anxious, insecurity, doubt, expectation, 
fear, dread, dangling, wavering, 
apprehension, anticipation, expectancy 
and being ready to react.

In your own time
Write and record on your phone a 
monologue of a person in suspense 
reacting to the unexpected despite 
being ready.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Session 6: Let the passion burn
Learning objectives
By the end of the session students will have:

 f Worked collaboratively to solve the problems of characters who are passionate, 
out of control, in a situation and created a shared performance

 f Developed their own physical communication skills through mime.

Warm-up (10 mins)
In groups of 4/5, make a scene in a school where a local/social/national/
international injustice is being discussed and one of you is up and eager to take 
action immediately, however impracticable it is.

Discussion, questions and new learning (10 mins)
The sort of person who is passionate for good causes (animals, children, refugees, 
faith, family, loyalty, friends, work, art, clothes, music) may also be hot-headed 
and so fired up that he/she cannot be patient, but must spring into action now or 
even sooner. Any examples?

Some such people get angry quickly. It may not last long and then they are 
momentarily deflated, crushed and demoralised before fighting again. Any 
examples?

Development (25 mins)
In groups of 4/5 make a scene in a supermarket or workplace where suddenly 
things have started to go wrong and one is a passionate person who gets angry 
because of a belief in something or someone. What is the outcome?

Share and show work in progress (20 mins).

How did it go? (10 mins)
Plenary/discussion and Q & A with teacher leading individuals and small groups, 
covering what worked/what didn’t, what was learned, future actions, self, peer 
and teacher assessment.

What needs teaching?
 f Movement that shows that tension 

has gone. There is an aftershock.
 f Movement that tells what the actor is 

seeing/experiencing without words.

Masks
Experiment with sports masks and 
headgear and crash helmets with visors 
to see how far the obvious message of 
the mask dictates the body language or 
if they can work in opposition.

Words
Intense, emotional, fervent, quick-
tempered, easily driven to anger, loving/
caring, impatient, takes on causes, 
eager, enthusiastic, stormy, excitable, 
hot-tempered, hot-headed, impetuous, 
extravagant, generous, peppery, violent 
and melodramatic.

In your own time
Write a letter of complaint to an 
organisation that has not understood 
your passion for a cause and explain how 
their behaviour makes you feel.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Session 7: Ultimate disaster
Learning objectives
By the end of the session students will have:

 f Worked collaboratively to solve the problems of characters who are petrified by 
tragedy and created a shared performance

 f Developed their own physical communication skills through mime.

Warm-up (10 mins)
In groups of 4/5. As a family you have come home to find something tragic 
(involving buildings, people, animals, children) and you are overwhelmed by the 
shock of it.

Discussion, questions and new learning (10 mins)
In tragic situations people might react quickly and start helping others or escape 
themselves. Others might be paralysed by fear, their bodies tense so they cannot 
move. Any experiences of that?

In drama we can show tragedy as high drama, where people are genuinely 
moved by it; or as over-the-top, farcical comedy where human reactions are 
exaggerated out of all proportion.

Development (25 mins)
In same groups develop the warm-up setting so that the discovery of the tragedy 
shows each of you is a different personality, but one at least must be shocked into 
tense inaction by it. Choose whether to develop real tragedy or exaggerated comedy.

Share and show work in progress (20 mins).

How did it go? (10 mins)
Plenary/discussion and Q & A with teacher leading individuals and small groups, 
covering what worked/what didn’t, what was learned, future actions, self, peer 
and teacher assessment.

What needs teaching?
 f Movement that conveys the paralysis 

of absolute fear and terror
 f Movement that conveys the misery of 

tragedy in all its forms.

Masks
Experiment after research into face 
transplants and the effects of facial 
plastic surgery on people’s identities 
and their physicality.

Words
A tragedy may be defined as a setting 
in which someone falls victim to 
circumstances or his/her own failings: 
disaster, shocking, sad, moving, 
mournful, pitiable, adversity, affliction, 
catastrophe, misfortune, whammy, 
deadly, dire, heartbreaking and pathetic.

In your own time
Research news footage or photos of real 
tragedies that have occurred recently 
in the world and write a diary as if you 
were a young person caught up in it, but 
who survived. Describe yourself in terms 
of one of the characteristics identified 
during this scheme of sessions.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk

